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RWTM(NSP) - Windscreen Wiper Timer Module
FOR NON SELF PARKING WIPER MOTORS*
Thank you for purchasing our Wiper Timer Module, we hope it puts the fun back into driving on a
drizzly day!
Your module comes with a three year back to base guarantee from your date of purchase. There is no
need to register, we did that when you paid. This does not affect your statutory rights.

In a vehicle with a wiper system which only switches the wipers on or off the
RWTM(NSP) will provide wiper sweep intervals of 2, 3, 4, 8 & 12 seconds.
By giving an interval between full sweeps of at least 2 seconds, during which
you can switch the Module off, the RWTM(NSP) gives an easy way to park your
wipers at the correct position when not in use.
Once installed and turned on (turn knob clockwise), our Wiper Module will repeatedly activate your
wipers in exactly the same way as before, but with an interval between each wiper sweep.
Your original switch will still work as before but must be turned off for our Module to provide the
intervals.
(The furthest left position on the Wiper Module’s control knob is the “off” position.)
Our Wiper Module is universal & is suitable for use with most non self park wiper motors.
Since these wipers have no self park mechanism, the way they work is very simple. For this reason,
the way they are switched is also simple: the wiper switch is a single pair of contacts which are
either open or closed.
The RWTM(NSP) connects across the original switch, repeatedly duplicating it’s action but with
intervals in between.

Please read the following instructions & study the diagrams carefully before
installation.

Our Timer Module is simple to install, but if you are in any doubt over your ability to install it
correctly & safely please consult a qualified technician. Contact us if you have any queries.
A range of connectors is included with your module but the types of connectors you use is entirely
your choice.

Installation Instructions:
• Disconnect your vehicle’s battery before installation.
• Connect the Module’s red/black wire to battery positive after the fuse box (5 Amp fused is ideal).
• Connect the Module’s blue wire to battery negative.
• Connect the Module’s green/purple wire to the wire on one side of the vehicle’s original wiper
switch & the Module’s orange wire to the the wire on the switch’s other side.
NOTE: It does not matter which wire goes to which side.
• Mount the RWTM(NSP) rotary control switch to the dashboard in a method of your choice. The
switch’s shaft can be shortened to suit.
• Reconnect your vehicle’s battery.

Negative Earth Vehicle:
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Positive earth Vehicle:

Set Up Instructions:
The interval between the Module’s contacts closing is set to give sweep intervals of 2, 3, 4, 8 & 12
seconds.
By setting up the Module to your vehicle, the wipers will stop at the correct park position between
each sweep.
This is achieved by using the two trimpot controls on the Module.
The Coarse trimpot is for larger adjustments. When the sweep is nearly correct, use the Fine trimpot
to make final, smaller adjustments.
• Ensure your wipers are parked in the correct position.
• Turn the Module’s rotary control switch clockwise by 3 clicks (to give a 4 second sweep interval).
• Note where the wipers stop after their sweep. If the wipers operate for too long (they start a
second sweep & stop), then turn the Fine or Coarse trimpot anticlockwise.
• If the wipers do not operate for long enough (they stop before completing a full sweep), turn a
trimpot clockwise.
• Using the vehicle’s original wiper switch, manually put the wipers back to the correct park
position after each test.
• Once set up is finished, secure the Module behind the dashboard, or in a position of your choice.
NOTE: If you turn the Module off in the middle of a sweep, they will stop immediately - wait until
they have reached the park position & stopped moving.

Retronics Ltd
Registered Office: 18 New Street, Honiton, Devon, EX14 1EY
Registered in England, Registration number: 12280789
This product is not recyclable. Please check with your local authority for suitable end of life disposal.

*DISCLAIMER: This product complies with the GPSR (General Product Safety Regulations). The RWTM(NSP)
is a generic after market product designed to be compatible with the standard wiring systems & non
self parking wiper motors of most classic vehicles. Retronics Ltd can not guarantee compatibility
with all vehicles. It is for the purchaser to satisfy themselves as to the suitability of the
RWTM(NSP) for their vehicle. Retronics Ltd will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from
unsuitable or incorrect installations. If in doubt, always consult a qualified technician.
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